consilium 1

Hosting & Cloud Computing:
Quick and Flexible Hosting Solution
Our client needed a quick and powerful hosting solution but didn’t quite
know where to start. Within a week, we used our proven experience
and expertise to help them stand up multiple enterprise environments
that were not only powerful enough to deliver on their high availability
requirements, but were uniquely designed to scale to exceed their
business needs. | Problem solved.

The top U.S. cable television operators came together to revolutionize cable advertising with “advanced interactive
advertising” – a product that allows viewers to interact with the 30-second ads they see on TV.
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Our client was facing multiple
challenges:

Within a week, consilium1 delivered an
enterprise-ready hosted solution:

This alternative solution delivered for
our client in several ways:

n Mission critical deadlines and

n A flexible, nimble approach. Unique

n Established an immediate, flexible

extreme competitive pressure.
Additional project delays would
be extremely costly and could
jeopardize project launch.

n Due to comprehensive project

requirements, an extremely quick,
flexible, and effective approach
was needed. Open Source expertise
was also a must.

n Cost pressures and an imminent

deadline were paramount. A
complete solution needed to
be ready and available for the
development teams as soon as
possible to avoid additional costs
and delays.

approach allowed c1 to quickly build,
operate, and transfer information.
n Established a four-tiered hosted solution

that incorporated virtualized hardware,
Storage Area Networks (SAN) and Network
Available Storage (NAS) solutions.

n Wiki collaboration site enabled instant

project transparency, empowered
progress, and established and aided in
an effective change control process.

n Utility based provisioning provided

on-demand scaling capabilities and high
availability.

n Provided proven and tested operational

policies, procedures, along with weekly
checkpoints to maintain project progress
and meet launch objectives and deadlines.

enterprise hosting solution. Quick
and successful approach allowed
client to optimize progress and
deliver to launch expectations.

n Proprietary, high availability QA

and development environments
boosted productivity and
increased project efficiency. Teams
began “real” work instantly and
immediately became productive.

n Scalable, operational design

geared for growth. Environments
were designed to grow with ever
changing needs and the solution
was built to easily transition
into a fully supported, in-house,
proprietary data center at the
client’s discretion.
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For more information about c1, visit consilium1.com, call us 1-866-631-5494, or contact us at sales@consilium1.com.

